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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in AnalyticsGate. This Examples Package has been compiled to give a
representative sample of use cases and techniques that span the entire product suite from content
creation to fully automated distribution.
This guide is written with the assumption that the reader has access to a fully functioning Qlik Sense
environment and has the AnalyticsGate add-in and the Reporting Suite and its extensions already
installed. Additional instructions regarding product installation and configuration can be found at
https://docs.analyticsgate.com.

Included in this Examples Package are eight complete example sets each inclusive of the following
components
Templates: Reports (Excel Workbooks) built using the AnalyticsGate Excel add-in.
Source Apps: Standard Qlik Sense Apps used as the data sources for our example Reports.
Reporting Apps: Qlik Sense Apps purpose built by the AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite that define
automation parameters.
The example apps have been pre-configured as much as possible to allow for quick installation in
your environment. By exactly following the installation instructions below, the entire package can
be configured and fully functional in less than 30 minutes.

See the AnalyticsGate Examples Package Solutions Guide for more information about the Examples,
their components, workflows and functionality.
ATTENTION: To fully install this package, you will need Qlik Sense credentials with a role such as
ContentAdmin or RootAdmin that allow access to the QMC with the ability to import Apps, create
Content Libraries, edit Data Connections and create Tags.

Installation
Overview
You can download individual example sets or the full package at
https://home.analyticsgate.com/examples. Once you’ve downloaded and extracted the package
you should see the directory structure and supporting files shown below.
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Apps Folder
16 Total Apps included. 8 “Source Apps” and 8 “Reporting Apps” all coded by number.

Report Output Folder:
This folder shows pdf output versions of all reports generated by the example apps.
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Templates Folder: Example tempates included coded by number.

Create Content Library
The AnalyticsGate product line, being built from the ground up on the Qlik Sense platform,
effectively utilizes many of its features for the core operation of the product. Due to the ease of
administration and flexible application of security strategies, Qlik Sense Content Libraries are used as
the primary mechanism for content sharing in AnalyticsGate.
The parameters of this entire Examples Package are preconfigured for a Content Library called
“AG_Examples”. To create it, follow the steps below.
Step 1: Create new Content Library
Using the Qlik Management Console (QMC) go to Start>Content Libraries>Create New

Step 2: Name Content Library
Name the Content Library “AG_Examples” exactly. Press “Apply”
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Step 3: Configure Security Rule
When all new Content Libraries are created, a security rule defining access is automatically
generated and prompts the creator to specify who will be granted access.
In the example below, Read is Checked and User Name is Like “*”.
This setting grant access to all users in the organization. If more granular security is desired, access
can be granted by single indivual, mutiple individuals or group.

Create Data Connection
AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite utilizes Qlik Sense Data Connections for all “File” distribution
strategies. Data Connections , another core element of the Qlik Sense platform, can be secured at
many levels using security rules.
All Example Apps in this package have been pre-configured to output to a Data Connection called
“AG_Output”. The instructions below detail how to set this up.

Step 1: Create an output folder in a shared network location
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It is recommended to use a location on your network that is shared with those users that will need
to retrieve output files or use a shared provider such as Dropbox.
In our example we use a folder called C:\qlikshare\Reporting\AG_Output

Step 2: Create new Connection
Open any Qlik Sense app and enter the Data Load Editor. Press the “Create new connection” button.

Step 3: Define the Data Connection target location

In this example “Folder” is chosen.

Navigate to the desired output location. Name the Data Connection “AG_Output” exactly.

Step 4: Remove appended user info from Data Connection Name
When new Data Connections are created, Qlik Sense automatically appends the creator’s user info
to the connection name as shown below. Since these examples are all pre-configured for a Data
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Connection called “AG_Output” the appended user info needs to removed from the connection
name.
Go to QMC>Data Connections>Edit Connection> Choose AG_Output and press the “Edit” button.

Change AG_Output (lanshia-pc_lanshia) to just “AG_Output”. Press Apply.

Create Tag
If your installation of AnalyticsGate reporting suite did not include the creation of an “SER” tag, you
will need to do so for the Example Reporting Apps to appear properly in the Management Console.
In the QMC, choose “Tags” link from the left menu, press the “Create” button, give it the name
“SER”, Press the “Apply” button.

Import Extensions
Two AnalyticsGate extensions, “ser-web-management” and “ser-ext-ondemand”, are required to be
installed on your Qlik Sense system for this Example package to perform properly. If they were not
previously installed, follow the instructions below to do so.
Step 1: Open the QMC, Navigate to “Extensions”.
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Press the Import button at the bottom of the screen

Press the “Choose File” button, and navigate to the location of your AnalyticsGate download
package. Go to the Analytics Reporting Suite\Extensions directory. Select “ser-ext-ondemand” and
“ser-web-management” individually and press the “Import” button to complete the process.

Import Apps
The steps below describe the process to import the Example Apps into your Qlik Sense environment.
Step 1: Import Example Apps
Go to the QMC>Apps>Import. Navigate to the Apps directory from the download package, select
and import the applications of your choice.
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NOTE: Apps can only be imported one at a time.

Step 2: Tag Reporting Apps
After your Example Apps are imported, all of the newly imported Apps with “Reporting” in the name
need to be tagged for use with the Analytics Gate Management Console and the pre-configured
Examples.
Navigate back to QMC>Apps and use the Cntrl key to multi-select all “Reporting” Apps.

Press the “Edit” button, type “SER” in the TAGS dialogue box and press the “Apply” button.
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Step 3: Confirm Apps Import
You can use the AnalyticsGate Management Console to confirm that your Example Apps were
tagged and imported properly.
Open the AnalyticsGate Management Console by navigating to the link below.
https://yourqlikserver/extensions/ser-web-management/index.html
Replace “yourqlikserver” with the domain you see when connecting to the Hub.
IMPORTANT: Bookmark this link to allow for easy future access.
Click the Reporting Apps tab link on the left side of the screen to display a list of available Reporting
Apps.
If any of the expected Reporting Apps do not show up here, return to the QMC to confirm they are
properly tagged “SER” and that the Apps are owned by the active user.
Source Apps should NOT be displayed. If they are, return to the Management Console and remove
the SER tags from all Example Apps that don’t have “Reporting App” in their name.
NOTE: By default, the AG Management Console only displays Reporting Apps to their respective
owner. Additional security rules can be applied at the stream level to allow designated users or
groups to Edit and Execute (Load Data) published Reporting Apps owned by others.
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Import Templates
This step explains how to import the Examples Package Templates to the AG_Examples Content
Library.
If you only want to review the Example Templates using the AnalyticsGate Excel add-in and NOT
AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite, you can access the templates from your local file system and this step
can be ignored.
IMPORTANT: For the Example Reporting Apps and Jobs to be used in their pre-configured fashion,
the Templates MUST be included in the “AG_Examples” Content Library

Step 1: In the QMC, navigate to Content Libraries>AG-Examples.
Step 2: Select Files for Upload
On the right side of the screen, check the Contents property then press the “Upload” button at the
bottom of the screen to open the Upload Static Content dialogue box. Press the “Choose Files”
button

NOTE: Qlik Sense allows multiple files to be uploaded to Content Libraries simultaneously.
Navigate to the Templates folder of the AnalyticsGate Download Package. Use your Ctrl and/or Shift
key to multi-select the desired Templates then press the “Open” button to complete the import
process.
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Connect Reporting Apps
Once your Reporting Apps are imported into your system, each of them will need to be “Connected”
to their respective Source Apps. This is due to new App Ids being assigned in your environment
when Apps are imported.

Each Reporting App has a corresponding Source App identified by the number at the beginning of its
name.
1_Sales_Reporting_App needs to be connected to 1_Sales_Source_App
2_Sales_Reporting_App needs to be connected to 2_Sales_Source_App…….etc.
To “Connect” your Apps, follow the instructions below.
Open the AnalyticsGate Management Console and select Reporting Apps from the left side or center
of your screen. This will show you a list of all Reporting Apps you have access to.
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Select a Reporting App and press the “Edit” button or double-click on the App Name. Once inside of
each Reporting App you will see one or more Reporting Jobs. Press the “Configure” button to enter
each one.

You will see an error message indicating the need for a Source App to be connected.

Delete the existing App id in the SOURCE APP field. Begin typing the name of the Source App you
would like to connect to and suggestions will be made.
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Select the Source App that corresponds to the Reporting App you are updating.

Once you’ve made your selection, press the “Connect” button on the right to confirm a connection
can be made. When succesful, the Source App field will be greyed out and the “Connect” button will
change to “Disconnect”.
Press the “Apply” button at the bottom of the screen to save your changes.
Repeat these steps for each Example App combination.

Configure On-Demand
Each of the Source Apps included in the Examples Package includes one or more instances of
AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite’s On-Demand functionality. This section gives a quick overview of
how this functionality works within the existing Example Apps as well as a brief tutorial on how to
create an On-Demand “button” yourself.
IMPORTANT: Users must have a Qlik Sense Token or Professional license to use the On-demand
feature.

OnDemand Overview
The “ser-ext-ondemand” Extension allows a “Generate Report” button to be placed inside of Sheets
within your Qlik Sense Apps. When this button is pressed, the AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite engine
will populate a fully formatted Report based on the current filter state of the active user.
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The picture below shows two “Generate Report” buttons each configured with a different output
format.

To see the configuration parameters specified in any existing “Generate Report” button enter Edit
mode for the current Sheet by pressing the “Edit” button on the top of the screen.

Once in Edit mode, select the desired button you would like to configure. Once selected, an orange
box will appear around the container and activate the Control Panel on the right side of the screen.
Next, go to the Control Panel and press the small triangle to expand the Configuration section.
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The Configuration section has 6 Parameters that need to be defined. A description of each is below.
1. Library.
This allows you choose where the desired Template is located. Your choices are “Default”,
“InApp” or all Content Libraries available to the active user.
In the Examples Package, we use the “AG_Examples” Content Library which was created and
populated with templates during the Examples Package installation process.
2. Content
This is a list of available templates that changes dynamically based upon the Library selction
made in Step 1 above. In the Example App pictured above, 1_Sales_Source_App, the template
designated is “1_Sales_Template.xlsx”. Although all templates in the Content Library will show
as available, only those with a matching number in the file name that corresponds with the
active Source App will work properly.for the Example workflows.
3. Output Format
In the AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite Ondemand feature, PDF, Excel (.xlsx), Word (.docx) and
Powerpoint (.pptx) are the available output formats.
In the Example Source Apps, there are one or more buttons pre-configured for different output
formats that are indicated in the title of the Button container. 1_Sales_Template.pdf or Report
PDF etc.
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The illustration above shows parameters 1-3 being selected from the Navigation section of the
Control Panel when a “Generate Repot” button is selected.

4. Selection Mode.
The default choice is “Selection over bookmark”. This should be used in most cases.
“Selection over Shared Session (experimental)” is another option. In this mode, you can see an
“animation” on the screen as the reporting engine iterates through selections in the background
while generating the report. This approach is considerably slower than using Selection over
Bookmark” and is not supported in all Qlik Sense envrionments.
NOTE: “Selecton over shared session (experimental)” will NOT work if you are connected to Qlik
Sense through a proxy connection (single-sign on etc.). If you choose this Selection Mode your
jobs will fail!!

5. Direct Download
If this selected to “On”, when Report creation is completed, a copy of the report will
automatically be downloaded to the location designated in the current browser and attempt to
open a report viewer, included with most browers for PDF, as a pop-up.
If you see a pop-up indicator, press the button then,
Choose the radio button to “Always allow pop-ups….”, which will place an exception in your
browser settings for future pop-ups generated by your Qlik Sense server
then
Click the hyperlink to download or view your report
then
Press “Done”. In the future all On-Demand reports will automatically download or open the
report viewer without intervention.
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If “Direct Download” is set to “Off”, the “Generate Report” button will change to “Download
Report” when and an Ondemand jobs has executed the report is ready. Pressing the button will
then download a copy of the Report to the designated download location and attempt to open a
report viewer if installed.
NOTE: Whenever an Ondemand job is executed, a copy of the most recent report is also placed
in the user’s dedicated Reports section of the Hub (SharedContent). This report is always called
Ondemand and is overwritten after each new Ondemand job is run and a report is generated.
To access your Reports this way, Go to the Hub and click on the Reports link on the left side of
the screen. If you don’t see the Reports link on the left or the latest version of the Report on the
right, refresh the page in your browser.

6. loglevel
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This setting specifies the level of logging this process will generate on the server. The default is
“warn” and should generally be left alone. In some cases, you may be instructed in a support
situation to change this value to aid in troubleshooting.

Create Your Own “Generate Report” Button
To create your own Button from scratch, follow the steps below.
Open your App then the Sheet within which you want to include the Button. Press the Sheet “Edit”
button.
Once in Edit Mode, choose “Custom Objects” on the far left then “Extensions”.

Select the “ser-On Demand” extension and drag it to the desired location in the Sheet. It will appear
with the orange outline indicating it is in edit mode and active.
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On the Control Panel on the right side of the screen, press the triangle to expand the Navigation
section. Make your selections for Library, Conent, Output Format and Direct Download then press
the “Done” button to exit edit mode.

Your button should now show up as “Generate Report” and when pressed will execute the job for
the specfied parameters based on the current filter state.

Configure E-Mail
Email is one of several distribution options available in the AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite. The
4_Distribution_ chapter in Examples Package Solutions Reference Guide explains the various
strategies available for addressing, bursting and dynamic distribution.
If Email is used as a distribution strategy, Email server settings need to be configured within each
Reporting job.
NOTE: A best practice is to set up a “base” Reporting App that includes these settings within a single
Reporting Job which can be cloned to enable reuse of your configuration parameters that have
already been entered.
This next section explains the process of setting up Email configurations and how to avoid challenges
that can be faced when using common email providers like Microsoft Office 365 and Gmail.
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Google Mail
The server settings to connect to a Google mail account are below.
Host: smtp.google.com
From: user@company.com for a corporate account or user@gmail.com for a personal one.
Port: 587
User Name: user@company.com for a corporate account or user@gmail.com for a personal one.
Password: your password.
Check to Enable “Connect with SSL”

If you are using a personal or corporate email account based on gmail, you or your company
administrator will also need to change Google’s default security settings to allow AnalyitcsGate
Repoerting Suite to be used as a 3rd party email client.

The instructions below are for a personal gmail account. Check with your company Google
adminsitrator to have this setting enabled for the user account that will be used for Report delivery
in a corporate environment.
Log into your gmail account. Select the “person” icon at the top right of the screen then select
“Manage your Google Account”. Next, select “Security” from the left side of the screen and navigate
to the “Less secure app access” section. Switch this setting to “On”.
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This setting allows 3rd party mail clients like Outlook or Thunderbird be used in conjunction with
Google mail and is also required for AnalyticsGate Reporting Suite.
When this setting is enabled you will receive a notification email from Google to this account with
the subject “Security Alert” (see below). No additional steps need to be taken at this point.

There is a good chance that Google will block your first attempt to send messages from the server
running Qlik Sense and AGRS if it has an IP address from a location considerably different (especially
when hosted) than the IP addresses of the devices commonly used to access your Google/gmail
account.
If this happens, the email portion of your Reporting Job will fail and display an “SMTP” error. You will
receive another Email from Google with the subject “Critical Security Alert”.
Open the message and click the “Check Activity” button.
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You will be promted to log in then taken to a screen showing recent security events. It will show a
recent log in attempt from the ip address of your Qlik Sense / AGRS server

Nothing else needs to be done at this point. Your next Reporting Job using Email distribution should
now work properly from this point forward.

Microsoft Office 365 Mail
The server settings to connect to a Microsoft Office 365 mail account are below.
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Office 365 also requires a change in the user settings to allow 3rd party client access.
From a browser, log into your Office365 account or ask your organization’s Office365 administrator
to do so.
Click on the “Admin” button on the far right side of the landing page.

Press the “Edit a user” button on the “User management” screen. Double click on the user and, in
the next screen, expand the Mail Settings section. Press “Edit” in the All email apps allowed setting
and set, at minimum, the “Authenticated SMTP” switch to “On”.
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This should now allow your user credentials to successfully distribute Emails with the AnalyticsGate
Reporting Suite.

Contact Us
Thank you again for your interest in AnalyticsGate.
We hope you have found the AnalyticsGate Examples Package Installation Guide helpful Part two of
this documentation set, the “AnalyticsGate Examples Package Solutions Guide”, provides detailed
information and usage instructions for all of the Example Package content.

We welcome your feedback. Please contact your authorized AnalyticsGate reseller or email us
directly at us@analyticsgate.com or eu@analyticsgate.com.
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